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speaker | coach | founder

TESTIMONIALS
“Colleen gave a terriﬁc presentation to a group of HR executives on doing business internationally. She is a
well-prepared, persuasive speaker and has a solid understanding of international cultural issues.”
LAURA EDGERTON
“We were delighted with Colleen’s presentation ‘Setting Boundaries to Spring Forward: the Role of Balance in
Your Professional Success’. Not only did Colleen put forward an innovative approach to fulﬁllment and
productivity, but her presentation also engendered a very lively and engaging discussion among all of the
participants. We learned a lot and enjoyed ourselves at the same time. Colleen comes with our high
recommendation!”
YAKESH KHANNA
“I was very impressed with Colleen’s presentation on ‘The Six Emotions o Eﬀective Leaders’ I recently attended.
What a fresh and insightful perspective for the type of ‘new thought’ that is in great need for the corporate
arena. I highly recommend her as a coach and a speaker. Well done!”
ANNE MARIE BASS
“Colleen came and spoke at the Women in Business luncheon in Wilmington, NC. Her talk, “Gaining a Seat at
the Table: Expanding your Visibility and Inﬂuence” was well received and a great addition our speaker series.
She comes highly recommended.”
JENNA CURRY
“Colleen is an international professional with a powerful desire to see others evolve to their greatness. She has
a ﬂair for connecting with people from all backgrounds and from all parts of any organization. She also has a
strong drive, and the talent to match, to achieve excellent results.”
ROSEMARY ALLAN
“Thank you for an amazing session on the ‘Six Emotions That Shape Leaders’. I was most impressed with your
presentation skills as well as the message. I have surely learnt a lot & know these new skills will be a bigger
help in the near future. For once, I was able to stay focused and walk away with the most important lessons for
the corporate world.”
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